
Exploring Ancient Egypt
• 3500 B.C. - 525 B.C. 
• The Pharaoh (king) ruled and 

owned all of Egypt, and 
everything in it, including 
people (monarchy)



Egyptian Religion


They believed… 
•  …in many gods, not just one. 

• …a god could take the form 
of person or animal. 

• …the Pharaoh was a kind of 
god himself. 

• …when you died you went to 
a place called the “afterlife”.



Egyptians believed that… 

• …Anubis weighed your soul 
against a feather to decide if 
you’d be allowed into the after-
life… 

• …the afterlife was a real place 
your body went to, so they put 
everything you would need in 
the next world into your tomb… 

• …mummification was needed to 
preserve the person’s body for 
the next world.



Egyptian Architecture


Types of Burial Tombs:

PYRAMID MASTABA 

Turn and talk:  
Compare these 2 examples of ancient Egyptian architecture. 
What similarities and differences do you notice?



Egyptian Art

•Most of what we know 
about Egyptian life comes 
from the art works created 
for burial tombs. 

•Artists’ names are not 
known (considered only 
workers for the pharaoh). 

•Artists often worked as 
teams.



Types of Egyptian Art:


HIEROGLYPHICS: 

•Uses pictures instead of 
letters/words 

•Found on tombs walls or 
scrolls made of papyrus (palm 
leaf paper)



Types of Egyptian Art:


CARTOUCHE- 
a symbol which contained  
a person’s name  
in hieroglyphics



Types of 
Egyptian Art:


TOMB 
MURALS: 
Art created on walls 

•Images & 
hieroglyphics tell us 
about their lives  

•Images are always 
PROFILE (facing to 
the side)



Tomb murals were supposed to protect and instruct the 
dead person so he could reach the after life.



Cool fact: Egyptian artists made blue paint from lapis lazuli!



Turn and talk:  
What images and symbols you see in this mural?  

What does this mural tells us about life in Ancient Egypt?



Types of Egyptian Art: 
Sculptures: 
•Tributes to powerful pharaohs 
and queens 
•Made of stone, clay, 
wood, or metal (gold or 
bronze)



“William”: Metropolitan 
Museum’s mascot, 1800 B.C. 

• 8 in. high 
• Made of faience- a clay that 

glazes itself blue when it is 
fired

The Great Sphinx of 
Giza, 2500 BC 
•20 feet wide x 67 feet tall



A SARCOPHAGUS was an elaborately decorated coffin or 
“mummy case”. The person’s portrait was created over the face, 
and symbols, images of the gods, and hieroglyphic curses were 

added to protect the dead.



• Mummification 
was used to 
preserve the 
person’s body for 
the next world. 

• The 
sarcophagus 
protected the 
mummy! 

Do you recognize this 
famous pharaoh?







Your 
challenge: 
Work with a 
team of artists 
to design an 
Egyptian 
Sarcophagus
!!


